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SKU: A69


5 Way 2 Position Solenoid Spring valve


Aluminium 5/2 Solenoid Spring Return Valve








From $93.50


Inc GST






In Stock










Size





Select Size
1/8" BSP 
1/4" BSP 
3/8" BSP 
1/2" BSP 










Voltage





Select Voltage
12v DC 
24v DC 
24v AC 
110v AC 
240v AC 
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I have read and agree to
Terms & Conditions and
Privacy Policy.
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Description











5 way 2 position solenoid valve (solenoid one end and spring on the other) suitable for use in controlling air actuators or cylinders. Standard features include manual override, led indicator plug (IP65), fully encapsulated low wattage coil. This unit can also be mounted on a manifold of up to 12 units. Threads conform to ISO 7.1 Sealing Threads.

	Model	Port Size (BSP)	Orifice ømm	CV	Pressure	Media Temperature	Weight Kg	Coil Specifications
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8	5	0.67	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.3	SC-A1

5 Watts

6 Volt Amps

Class H Insulation

100% Ed
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2	8	2.8	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.6


*Voltages available; 12vDC, 24vDC, 24vAC, 110vAC, 240vAC, 415vAC
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Dimensions
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	Model	G(BSP)	A	B	C	D	E	F	G	H	Exhaust Ports	Inlet & Outlet Ports	K	L	M
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8"	38	17	3.3	20	130	20	4.3	35	G1/8"	G1/8"	22	36	68
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G1/4"	27	45	70
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G3/8"	27	45	70
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2"	72	27	4.3	36	178	28	5.5	50	G1/2"	G1/2"	34	63	74


All dimensions in mm unless shown otherwise. 















Features











Size 1/8" to 1/2" BSP

Function 5 way 2 position solenoid/spring with manual override

Valve Operation Servo Assisted

Body Aluminium

Seat NBR

Pressure Range 1.5 to 8 BAR

Media Air
















Reviews





























FAQ











	
What is a Five Way Two Position Solenoid Valve?


A Five Way Two Position Solenoid Valve is a solenoid operated valve that has five ways and two positions. The easiest way to explain this is that it has one supply port (pressure in), two advance ports (outlet ports that go from the valve to the actuator or ram) and two exhaust ports (ports that exhaust air from the ram or cylinder). It then has two positions or states which are opposite of each other; for instance in one state air will flow from one outlet port while air is exhausted back through the other port while it is reversed in its other state. The valve is changed position through a Solenoid Coil at one end and a spring at the other which returns it to its resting position once the power is removed. This is commonly called a monostable valve.




	
How does a 5 way 2 position Solenoid Valve work?


These valves are commonly referred to in the industry as a 5/2 Solenoid Valve. This is because they have 5 ways and 2 positions and are operated by a Solenoid at one end. This solenoid coil has copper windings around it that when energised create a magnetic field and lift an armature in the valve. This allows the spool to move over within the valve (a minimum pressure differential is used to assist this) and move the valve to its other position. When the valve is de-energised (power taken away from the valve) a spring at the other end of the valve returns the spool to its resting position. These can't really be referred to as Normally Closed or Normally Open like two way or three way valves as they are effectively always open, it just varies which of the two outlet ports it is coming out. The middle port on the bottom of the valve is the inlet or pressure supply port, from here it will go out one of the outlet ports on top of the valve to the ram or actuator while the other outlet port will be taking the exhaust air from the other side of the ram/actuator piston and directing that through the body of the valve to one of the exhaust ports on the bottom of the valve (next to the inlet pressure port). When the valve is operated this sequence is just reversed. There is also a manual override button between the two outlet ports and the coil. This button can be pressed to operate the valve without power.




	
How do I know that a 5 way 2 position Solenoid Valve is the right valve for me?


The first thing to check is what you want your air ram or pneumatic actuator to do. If this is just an open/close (full stroke) cyle and you want it to run off an electric signal (we would call this set up an electric over air), then a 5/2 solenoid valve will be well suited. If you want an inching or creeping function where you can lock the cylinder mid stroke then a 5/2 is not suited and you would need to move to a 5/3 solenoid valve which would allow this. The next thing to check is whether you want a single solenoid operation (the vast majority are just single solenoid like this model) or a double solenoid which we call bi-stable (these are less common but are still used). One other thing is to determine whether you require a stand alone 5/2 solenoid valve like this model or a namur mount solenoid valve which are quite widely used as they interface directly onto the side of pneumatic actuators using an o'ring seal. If you are looking to manifold multiple 5/2 solenoid valves together then a stand alone 5/2 like this model would be suited (unlike a namur which can't be manifolded). Once you have worked this out you can size your 5/2 valve and choose the correct voltage.




	
How long will my 5/2 Solenoid Valve last?


Like any valve this depends upon the usage case, duty cycle and external environment of the valve. The pressure, temperature and characteristics of the media (eg. is it clean filtered air) will have a large bearing on how long your valve lasts. If your valve is cycling every second, 24 hours a day (ours are 100% duty rated which means they can do this as long as the heat can be dissipated) then its life will be shorter than one which is used once a day. Your valve also will take in a small amount of air from the atmosphere through the exhaust ports in the bottom of the valve as the spool moves over within the valve. We recommend using silencers or speed controllers to protect against ingress of foreign materials here. The electrical supply to your coil can also determine the valve's life as voltage spikes can short the coils (the same as any electrical equipment). 




	
What are typical uses of a 5 way 2 position Solenoid Valve ?


These 5/2 solenoid valves are really used to operate pneumatic actuators or air rams. This is because they control which side of the piston the air is given too and which side is exhausted. Outside of this there are a few niche use cases but they are very small.




	
How do I install my 5/2 Solenoid Valve?


This depends if the 5/2 solenoid valve is to be manifolded or stand alone. If it is stand alone the inlet pressure port is the middle port on the bottom (the bottom will have three ports with the middle been the pressure port and the port either side been an exhaust port) so this is where the air pressure is connected (if it is manifolded it will be the shared pressure supply port). From here the two outlet ports on the top of the 5/2 valve will be connected to the two ports on the pneumatic actuator or ram (even if the actuator is a spring return model it is best to connect both ports to the valve as you will ensure clean filtered air is used in the actuator not the surrounding environmental air). The two exhaust ports on the bottom of the valve can be left open however we do recommend a silencer or exhaust speed controller is used to protect it from the surround environment. The DIN plug on the coil can be connected to the power and ensure the entrance to the coil is facing down with a sufficient drip loop to avoid condensation running down the lead and into the plug.




	
How long will my product take to get to me? 


This depends upon where you are based and the freight method chosen. If the express freight option is selected it is usually next day delivery to metropolitan areas in Australia for under 5kg. If free freight has been selected it will go by road freight which can be anywhere from 1 to 10 days depending upon your location. It usually averages 3 days. You can rely on us to do everything to despatch your order the same day we receive it, this is what we do.




	
What warranty do I get?


We have been manufacturing Solenoid Valves for over 30 years so we have a lot of experience at making a great valve. All of our products come standard with a 12 month warranty. The good news is we have very strict quality controls and all solenoid valves leave our warehouse tested (full material and testing certificates are available) and inspected so there are rarely any issues. Also once your valve is in and operating it will most likely continue to do so for a very long time barring any debris getting caught in the valve or power spikes causing the coil to fail.
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SKU: BSM

Brass Mini Silencer









From $3.30
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SKU: SM

Valve Manifold Station









From $6.60
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SKU: YPC

Male Straight Connector Push Fit









From $1.76







In Stock
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SKU: YPL

Male Swivel Elbow Push Fit









From $2.20







In Stock
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SKU: 0M

Electric Actuator









From $181.50







In Stock
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SKU: A610

5 Way 2 Position Double Solenoid Valve









From $170.50







In Stock
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SKU: A67

HIgh Pressure 3 Way 2 position Normally Closed Sol









From $143.00







In Stock
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SKU: ACV

Pneumatic In Line Check Valve









From $24.20







In Stock
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A69




5 Way 2 Position Solenoid Spring valve










Features:

Size 1/8" to 1/2" BSP

Function 5 way 2 position solenoid/spring with manual override

Valve Operation Servo Assisted

Body Aluminium

Seat NBR

Pressure Range 1.5 to 8 BAR

Media Air
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Description:

5 way 2 position solenoid valve (solenoid one end and spring on the other) suitable for use in controlling air actuators or cylinders. Standard features include manual override, led indicator plug (IP65), fully encapsulated low wattage coil. This unit can also be mounted on a manifold of up to 12 units. Threads conform to ISO 7.1 Sealing Threads.

	Model	Port Size (BSP)	Orifice ømm	CV	Pressure	Media Temperature	Weight Kg	Coil Specifications
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8	5	0.67	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.3	SC-A1

5 Watts

6 Volt Amps

Class H Insulation

100% Ed
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2	8	2.8	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.6


*Voltages available; 12vDC, 24vDC, 24vAC, 110vAC, 240vAC, 415vAC
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5 Way 2 Position Solenoid Spring valve




A69






Dimensions:

[image: 5/2 way solenoid valve dimensions]


	Model	G(BSP)	A	B	C	D	E	F	G	H	Exhaust Ports	Inlet & Outlet Ports	K	L	M
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8"	38	17	3.3	20	130	20	4.3	35	G1/8"	G1/8"	22	36	68
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G1/4"	27	45	70
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G3/8"	27	45	70
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2"	72	27	4.3	36	178	28	5.5	50	G1/2"	G1/2"	34	63	74


All dimensions in mm unless shown otherwise. 
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WARNING

These products are intended for use in industrial applications only. Do not use these products where pressures and temperatures can exceed those listed under ‘Technical Data’ and in our individual ‘Series’ data sheets. Before using these products with fluids other than these specified, for non-industrial applications, life-support systems, or other applications not within published specifications, consult Process Systems Pty Ltd. Through misuse, age, or malfunction, components used in industrial valve applications can fail in various modes. The system designer is warned to consider the failure modes of all component parts used in industrial valve applications and to provide adequate safeguards to prevent personal injury or damage to equipment in the event of such failure. System designers must provide a warning to the user in the system instructional manual if protection against a failure mode cannot be adequately provided. System designers and end users are cautioned to review specific warnings or specifications found in instruction sheets or labels packed or attached and shipped with the products. Our policy is one of continuous research and development. We therefore reserve the right to amend without notice the specifications given in this document or our individual ‘Series’ data sheets.




WARRANTY INFORMATION

All valve series and other products manufactured or distributed by Process Systems Pty. Ltd. are warranted by Process Systems to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase or as the manufacturer warrants. Process Systems obligation under this warranty is limited to repair or replacement of the defec1ive product or refund of the purchase price paid solely at the discretion of Process Systems and provided such defective product is returned to Process Systems freight prepaid and upon examination by Process Systems such product is found defective. This warranty shall be void in the event that the product has been subject to misuse, misapplication, improper maintenance, modification or tampering. This warranty is expressed in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied from Process Systems Pty. Ltd. representatives or employees. Process Systems reserves the right to change Valve and Brochure specifications without notice.
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5 Way 2 Position Solenoid Spring valve










Features:

Size 1/8" to 1/2" BSP

Function 5 way 2 position solenoid/spring with manual override

Valve Operation Servo Assisted

Body Aluminium

Seat NBR

Pressure Range 1.5 to 8 BAR

Media Air
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Description:

5 way 2 position solenoid valve (solenoid one end and spring on the other) suitable for use in controlling air actuators or cylinders. Standard features include manual override, led indicator plug (IP65), fully encapsulated low wattage coil. This unit can also be mounted on a manifold of up to 12 units. Threads conform to ISO 7.1 Sealing Threads.

	Model	Port Size (BSP)	Orifice ømm	CV	Pressure	Media Temperature	Weight Kg	Coil Specifications
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8	5	0.67	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.3	SC-A1

5 Watts

6 Volt Amps

Class H Insulation

100% Ed
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8	7	2	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.35
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2	8	2.8	1.5 to 8 Bar	5°C to 80°C	0.6


*Voltages available; 12vDC, 24vDC, 24vAC, 110vAC, 240vAC, 415vAC
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5 Way 2 Position Solenoid Spring valve




A69






Dimensions:
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	Model	G(BSP)	A	B	C	D	E	F	G	H	Exhaust Ports	Inlet & Outlet Ports	K	L	M
	A69-1-5-*N	1/8"	38	17	3.3	20	130	20	4.3	35	G1/8"	G1/8"	22	36	68
	A69-2-7-*N	1/4"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G1/4"	27	45	70
	A69-3-7-*N	3/8"	50	20	4.3	24	145	24	4.3	40	G1/4"	G3/8"	27	45	70
	A69-4-8-*N	1/2"	72	27	4.3	36	178	28	5.5	50	G1/2"	G1/2"	34	63	74


All dimensions in mm unless shown otherwise. 
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WARNING

These products are intended for use in industrial applications only. Do not use these products where pressures and temperatures can exceed those listed under ‘Technical Data’ and in our individual ‘Series’ data sheets. Before using these products with fluids other than these specified, for non-industrial applications, life-support systems, or other applications not within published specifications, consult Process Systems Pty Ltd. Through misuse, age, or malfunction, components used in industrial valve applications can fail in various modes. The system designer is warned to consider the failure modes of all component parts used in industrial valve applications and to provide adequate safeguards to prevent personal injury or damage to equipment in the event of such failure. System designers must provide a warning to the user in the system instructional manual if protection against a failure mode cannot be adequately provided. System designers and end users are cautioned to review specific warnings or specifications found in instruction sheets or labels packed or attached and shipped with the products. Our policy is one of continuous research and development. We therefore reserve the right to amend without notice the specifications given in this document or our individual ‘Series’ data sheets.




WARRANTY INFORMATION

All valve series and other products manufactured or distributed by Process Systems Pty. Ltd. are warranted by Process Systems to be free of defects in material and workmanship for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase or as the manufacturer warrants. Process Systems obligation under this warranty is limited to repair or replacement of the defec1ive product or refund of the purchase price paid solely at the discretion of Process Systems and provided such defective product is returned to Process Systems freight prepaid and upon examination by Process Systems such product is found defective. This warranty shall be void in the event that the product has been subject to misuse, misapplication, improper maintenance, modification or tampering. This warranty is expressed in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied from Process Systems Pty. Ltd. representatives or employees. Process Systems reserves the right to change Valve and Brochure specifications without notice.
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At the forefront of the process control industry within Australia and the Pacific region since 1989.
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Terms & Conditions

×



Welcome to our website. If you continue to browse and use this website, you are agreeing to comply with and be bound by the following terms and conditions of use, which together with our privacy policy govern Process Systems’s relationship with you in relation to this website. If you disagree with any part of these terms and conditions, please do not use our website.


The term ‘Process Systems’ or ‘us’ or ‘we’ refers to the owner of the website whose registered office is 4 / 308 New Cleveland Road, TINGALPA, QLD, 4173. Our ABN is 15 010 932 386. The term ‘you’ refers to the user or viewer of our website.


The use of this website is subject to the following terms of use:

	
The content of the pages of this website is for your general information and use only. It is subject to change without notice.
	
Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness, performance, completeness or suitability of the information and materials found or offered on this website for any particular purpose. You acknowledge that such information and materials may contain inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the fullest extent permitted by law.
	
Your use of any information or materials on this website is entirely at your own risk, for which we shall not be liable. It shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products, services or information available through this website meet your specific requirements.
	
This website contains material which is owned by or licensed to us. This material includes, but is not limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics. Reproduction is prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of these terms and conditions.
	
All trademarks reproduced in this website, which are not the property of, or licensed to the operator, are acknowledged on the website.
	
Unauthorised use of this website may give rise to a claim for damages and/or be a criminal offence.
	
From time to time, this website may also include links to other websites. These links are provided for your convenience to provide further information. They do not signify that we endorse the website(s). We have no responsibility for the content of the linked website(s).
	
Your use of this website and any dispute arising out of such use of the website is subject to the laws of Australia.



Close











Privacy Policy

×


This privacy policy sets out how we uses and protects any information that you give us when you use this website.



We are committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. Should we ask you to provide certain information by which you can be identified when using this website, then you can be assured that it will only be used in accordance with this privacy statement.



We may change this policy from time to time by updating this page. You should check this page from time to time to ensure that you are happy with any changes.

What we collect

We may collect the following information:

	name and job title
	contact information including email address
	demographic information such as postcode, preferences and interests
	other information relevant to customer surveys and/or offers


What we do with the information we gather

We require this information to understand your needs and provide you with a better service, and in particular for the following reasons:

	Internal record keeping.
	We may use the information to improve our products and services.
	We may periodically send promotional emails about new products, special offers or other information which we think you may find interesting using the email address which you have provided.


Security

We are committed to ensuring that your information is secure. In order to prevent unauthorised access or disclosure, we have put in place suitable physical, electronic and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we collect online.

How we use cookies

A cookie is a small file which asks permission to be placed on your computer's hard drive. Once you agree, the file is added and the cookie helps analyse web traffic or lets you know when you visit a particular site. Cookies allow web applications to respond to you as an individual. The web application can tailor its operations to your needs, likes and dislikes by gathering and remembering information about your preferences.

We use traffic log cookies to identify which pages are being used. This helps us analyse data about webpage traffic and improve our website in order to tailor it to customer needs. We only use this information for statistical analysis purposes and then the data is removed from the system.

Overall, cookies help us provide you with a better website by enabling us to monitor which pages you find useful and which you do not. A cookie in no way gives us access to your computer or any information about you, other than the data you choose to share with us.

You can choose to accept or decline cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies, but you can usually modify your browser setting to decline cookies if you prefer. This may prevent you from taking full advantage of the website.

Links to other websites

Our website may contain links to other websites of interest. However, once you have used these links to leave our site, you should note that we do not have any control over that other website. Therefore, we cannot be responsible for the protection and privacy of any information which you provide whilst visiting such sites and such sites are not governed by this privacy statement. You should exercise caution and look at the privacy statement applicable to the website in question.

Controlling your personal information

You may choose to restrict the collection or use of your personal information in the following ways:

	whenever you are asked to fill in a form on the website, look for the box that you can click to indicate that you do not want the information to be used by anybody for direct marketing purposes
	if you have previously agreed to us using your personal information for direct marketing purposes, you may change your mind at any time by writing to or emailing us.


We will not sell, distribute or lease your personal information to third parties unless we have your permission or are required by law to do so. We may use your personal information to send you promotional information about third parties which we think you may find interesting if you tell us that you wish this to happen.



If you believe that any information we are holding on you is incorrect or incomplete, please write to or email us as soon as possible at the above address. We will promptly correct any information found to be incorrect.
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